
Does Money Buy Happiness?
Good day YouTube today's topic you've probably heard the question does money buy happiness and I know that a lot of people are going to
have a variety of answers to this to that question my here's my input my input is this does money buy happiness no I don't believe it does of course
that's my opinion and I see it as happiness comes from within from within us whether it is a happiness of being alive being healthy being positive
being hopeful and that doesn't mean that things always go our way because believe me I've had challenges from my teenage years to my early 20s
I've had challenges at work in my marriage with my family with my friends not constant challenges but here and there I'm human just like everybody
else and that's part of life could you imagine if life was perfect for everyone every single day that's never gonna happen I can't even imagine that
and the way I see it is challenges happen for a reason so when it when it comes to asking that question there's money buy happiness I say it comes
from within in the sense that it has to be a happiness that goes on and on on the opposite of that is let's say I'm a collector of a sports jerseys I love
sports jerseys I have too many of them and I may get satisfaction from buying a sports Jersey but it is kind of like just for a moment for a quick
moment and then it goes in the closet and it stays in the closet so that's not the satisfaction that I'm talking about the happiness long-term happiness
that I'm talking about I'm talking about your perspective is it's something that overall is 80% or above good really good and and that's how I feel I
am that's how come I feel that money doesn't buy happiness money money can buy material things can buy experiences that can buy travels I love
experiences and travels but it's something that I I work towards in the mean time when I'm not traveling or having experiences I'm living life and
that's where that satisfaction or that happiness comes do I have happiness throughout my Monday through Friday for example and the answer is
yes overall yes yes I have times when I'm at work and I'm thinking I'm I'm wasting my life in this office and I have nine more years to go and I can
be outside I could be here on my property working on my property or I could be traveling and doing something that's where balance comes in for
me my outlook balance is very important so yes I'm gonna work because I have to work yes I'm gonna travel because I want to travel yes I'm
gonna have experiences with my family and and that to me is important for my friends and that is the happiness if you were to ask an individual who
is let's say a more time millionaire or just a millionaire and he or she is 80 years old what could you what do you wish you could buy with the
money that you have that you can't buy and they may say health youth perspective outlook the list may go on and on so that's how come to me it is
it goes back to being having gratitude about what I have health somewhat youth a lot of health a good family a good church so to me it goes back
to those that foundation which is solid and it's not perfect but it's a solid foundation and I'm always making adjustments on in my life or how I think
because sometimes I have to catch myself if I'm going down let's say a slippery slope I have to catch myself first and foremost fact to have that
awareness and often I do as I've aged or matured it's gotten better and better and better and better because I'm 47 I don't like I do when I was 27
and that's the beauty of life for me it's about growth I have a lot of happiness or satisfaction in the small things in my life which when I think about
those are the big things in life they're they're really not small I would like to have or just know what your thoughts are or does money buy happiness
because like I said there's different opinions different answers when somebody says yes I do think it does I don't take that personal or say oh I
disagree it's just to each their own everybody has their own thoughts that's another good thing as well think about that yes money can buy
experiences travel but for some people what happens when they have so much money that they have everything they want and there's no challenge
in working towards getting something or accomplishing some some type of personal goal that would be boring for me I have never been a
millionaire and I've lived a really good life that's hopefully encouraging to law essay example to someone out there because I've never been a
millionaire you don't have to be a millionaire to live a good life it begins with the out look that we may have our foundation and then we continue to
grow and grow and grow that's my information as far as or my outlook on this money buy happiness the answer is no take care have a good day.
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